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QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS, A TRAP FOR THE UNWARY 

By Riley Hansard Crabb, Editor-at-Large 

Theoretical physicists are making continuous efforts 
to bridge the apparent gap between mind and matter. The 
Jesuit-trained French philosopher, Descartes, claimed the ' 
gap was unbridgeable and Western science has followed his 
lead for too long. Eastern science says there is no such 
gap, and has said so for thousands of years. Now, physi~"sts 
like Fritjof Capra in his book "The Tao Of Physics", are 
turning to the writings of Eastern philosophers to prove 
that Western physics has bridged the gap without knowing it! 

One such physicist, Fred Alan Wolf, outlines his effort 
in a brief article in the September 1985 issue of "Omni" 
magazine, "Quantum Consciousness"; but instead of following 
the lead of his teachers -- East and West -- and accepting 
the principle that mind preceeds and controls matter, he 
reasons that matter controls mind, and the emotions. 

In enunciating the Law of Indeterminacy years ago, the 
German physicist, Heisenberg, acknowledged the supremacy of 
mind over matter. He told his students of the 1930s that 
the experimenter is a part of the experiment, that his atten-
tion on it will affect the outcome. This resulted in a wave 
of scepticism in the scientific world then, but the recog-
nized wave-particle duality of quantum physics confirms the 
German's inspired observation. 

- Wolf poses the question: "When does an atomic object 
/ behave like a wave and when does it behave like a particle? 
According to many quantum physicists the answer depends on 
whether the object is observed. Unobser~ed the object ap-
pears to be spread out over space as a wave, but the instant 
it is observed the wave collapses to a point and behaves 
like a particle. The action of a simple observation 'causes' 
a wave to collapse, producing a particle. But what kind of 
action is a simple .observation? Nobel laureates Eugene Wig-
ner and Brian Josephson and many other physicists, including 
myself, believe that it may be a fundamental event beyond 
physics. We view it as an act of consciousness." 

But then he goes on to claim that the action of conscious-
ness is controlled by the particle behavior ofe~ectrons in the 
brain "orchestrating the behavior of individual nerve cells 
as they relay their chemical messages to one another. I ar-
gue that the wave-particle duality action of electrons, for 
example, could give rise to feelings of loneliness, of ego 
and hatred." I argue, as a student of metaphysics, that 
waves of loneliness, of ego and hatred give rise to chemical 
changes in the molecules of the body. "Similarly," writes 
Wolf, "love and feelings of compassion may be created by pho-
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tons, particle-wave units of light." It seems to me that it 
would be just as proper to say that feelings of compassion 
are waves of energy from the emotional or Astral world --
what physicists call the virtual state -- creating photons 
or particles in the physical, the actual state. 

MIND AN OUTGROWTH OF QUANTUM PHYSICS 

"Love and hate, success and failure, violence and peace 
could be but manifestations of energy, of forces and atomic 
objects flowing through our bodies, brains and minds :as par-

~--ticles and waves. What we call the brain," writes Wolf, 'is 
the particlelike behavior of our observations. What we call 
mind is the wavelike behavior of atomic objects, invisible 
and unobserved. Mind is then the outgrowth of the basic laws 
of quantum physics together with the actions of the observer, 
which I believe are the acts of consciousness." 

Fred Alan Wolf claims to have studied the Cabala with 
an internationally acknowledged expert, Carlos Suares. This 
is while Wolf was an associate professor of physics at the 
University of Paris. If Suares taught him that mind is an 
outgrowth of matter I am surprised, and disappointed; for 
that philosophy is characteristic of the Left Hand Path. It 
is quite the opposite of another internationally ~cknowledged 
expert, Professor Whitehead~ who held the chair f~r Mathema-
tics at Cambridge. His cosmology assumed that physical events 
were the result of mental events, with mind, not matter, as the 
basis of life. John Wilcox in his excellent book "Radionics 
In Theory and Practice" (Herbert Jenkins, London, 1960) com-
pares Whitehead's positive philosophy with that of the late 
lamented founder of Scientology, a prize pupil of that famous 
or infamous Cabalist of the Left-Hand Path, Aleister Crowley. 

"Conversely," writes Wilcox, "Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, an Ameri-
can nuclear physicist, subsequently turned his attention to 
psychology in the belief that mental events partake of the 
same fundamental characteristics as physical events. Under 
the name, first, of Dianetics and subsequently Scientology, 
Hubba~d evolved a technique of psycho-therapy based on the 
methodology of mathematics and atomic physics with which some 
remarkable results are said to have been obtained." 

One of the remarkable results was that Hubbard obtained 
a fortune of hundreds of millions of dollars from thousands of 
devotees all over the civilized world, using scurrilous busi-
ness practices which made him persona non grata in many American 
states and in foreign countries such as England and Australia. 
This is one of the major reasons he made himself inaccessible 
to process servers by living on a yacht in the Mediterranean 
for years, then returning incognito back into the United 
States after his lieutenants had surreptitiously purchased 
the old Gen. Harrison hotel in Clearwater, Florida . . 

We can see here the results of particle-like behavior 
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at work as described by physicist Wolf in the Omni article: 
"In the quantum world, electrons suffer a paradoxical life. 
Because of their particle behavior and their electrical repul-
sion, no ·. two electrons can ever occupy the same space. They 
are doomed to solitude. In their wavelike guise, however, 
electrons are forever seeking their opposite particle, the 
positron, even though such a meeting would result in their de-
struction. The electron's electrical charge is a cry for the 
return to the void. It hopes and fears to attract its oppo-
site, its antimatter partner, the positron, in a dance of 
de a tJl. '' 
THE RETURN TO THE VOID 

To the Cabalist on the Right-Hand Path of love and ser-
vice, the "return to the Void" is a return to the Father's 
House, "O" zero is Infinity: Infinite Power, Infinite Wisdom, 
Infinite Love. To the Black Magician who says, "Evil, be Thou 
my Good'', the Void is the end, total destruction because of 
the dependence on the self-limiting cycles of matter -- and 
the inorganic beings who reside in it, in some cases refuse 
from an earlier cycle, in Theosophical terms the Moon Chain, 
whose physical planet was Maldek. It was blown ttp by E'lil Forces 
in an all-out atomic war about 700,000 years ago. 

Rumors of the sudden demise of the Apostl~ of Quantum 
Consciousness, Ron Hubbard, were rife in Souther~ California 
long before I left it in September 1985. In fact his oldest 
son went to court to get control of his father's estate, but 
lost the fight to the Los Angeles leaders of Scientology, who 
produced evidence that convinced the court that Ron Hubbard 
was still alive -- though they could not produce Hubbard! 
Now they say he is dead, of a stroke, at his California ranch, 
according to an Associated Press dispatch of Jan. 28, 1986, 
and that "Mr. Hubbard left most of his estate to Scientology". 
Two other facts are known for sure. His surviving wife, Mary 
Sue Hubbard, is in jail for commiting crimes in his name against 
the U.S. Government and hls younger son died of mysterious cau-
ses in a Las Vegas hospital. He was found unconscious in his 
car, without identification, on the Nevada desert, apparently 
on his way to visit his older brother who was living at that 
time in the gambling capital. Police finally traced the owner-
ship of the car to Clearwater, Florida and Scientology, but 
the staff there at first denied any knowledege of the young 
man who passed on, alone, and for no discernible medical cause. 

Fred Alan Wolf concludes his thoughtful article with 
this observation: "Understanding how the brain/mind works may 
lie within the whole range and arsenal of the mathematical 
language of quantum physics. The probability equations and 
the behavior of atomic objects may depend on the wave-into-
particle actions of consciousness. Without such actions the 
world and all of its participants would remain wispy, ghost-
like quantum waves, and there would be nothing material at 
all." 
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THE FOUR WORLDS 
--------------------~~1r· ______________ of the Cabalist-------------
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2 

3 
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Atziluth 
Spiritual World FORCE 

(The heavy zig-zag line ( -'~-. 

or 

depicts the lightning ·FORM 
flash of creative power 
descending from on high.) 

l3riah 
Mental World 

FORM 

FORM 

A.ssiah. 
Physical World 

FORM 

Hell 

FORCE 

FORCE 

FORCE 
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Conspicuous by its absence from Wolf's article is refer-
ence to moral and ethical considerations in the use of Quan-
tum Consciousness. My teachers in the Western Mystery Tradition 
say that consciousness of morals and ethics rides on the 
"wispy and ghostlike'' waves which descend from the topmost 
of the Four Worlds of the Cabalist, Atziluth, as shown in the 
accompanying chart. These waves tend to encourage people 
to treat other living beings with consideration and respect. 
As I understand it, the message from the Void is that this is 
a moral universe, that we are responsible for the results of 
our every action. This point of view was conspiculously 

.),c.-

lacking in the teachings of Aleister Crowley and in the philo-
sophy of Descartes. 

QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE HOSPITAL 
In his illuminating book on "Holistic Health", published 

by Holt, Rhinestone and Winston, New York, 1982, and by Turn-
stone Press, England, 1984, Lawrence LeShan gives an inter-
esting example of the consciousness direction problem: 

"Some years ago, I instituted a program in a hospital 
with many long-term patients. An hour after each patient was 
admitted, a volunteer wheeled into the patient's room a cart 
containing a hundred good-sized reproductions of famous paint-
ings. The reproductions wexe professiona~~y mounted on light 
beaverboard and the patient was invited to make a selection 
and decorate his or her room. The volunteer returned once a 
week to ask the patient if he or she wanted to e~chan~e ' the 
prints for others. The program cost the hospital nothing, 
except for the time of one vol~nteer. (The paintings were 
donated by a art company to which I had explained the pur-
pose.) The program was instituted against the strong opposi-
tion of most of the staff. The only objection verbalized was 
that the program 'would cause confusion'. The unspoken objec-
tion was that· it gave the patients a sense of individuality, 
of being persons with a diseasa, rather than being a disease 
with a person somehow attached to it, and that it treated 
patients as adults. The patient response to the program 
was very strong and positive and the program continued very 
successfully for the next two years. Within three months of 
my leaving the hospital for another job, the program was dis-
continued." Another unspoken objection by the staff to Le-
Shan 's program was, no doubt, that he had no ·degrees .. a fter 
his name, and cured patients leave empty beds. 

Beyond that are the deeper implications of Quantum Con-
sciousness. Wispy ghostlike waves from hell, or matter within 
the earth reinforce the hospital staff's "basic attitude that :: 
the patient is no longer an individual human being worthy of 
respect". This is power without love, reducing the healing art 
to a scientific, mechanical production for money. As the pol-
lution of the air, the water, the earth, and the electro-mag-
netic pollution of the atmosphere increase, we can see the goal 
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of the Secret Few who run the Western world at a profit, 
to keep the majority of the people in a depressed, de-
pleted physical state, more amenable to their soul-destroy-
ing philosophy from the underworld. But as they accelerate 
the decline of Western civilization for their own evil ends, 
the Secret Few serve the forward-moving, , evolutionary plan 
of the Logos whether they know it or not. Theoretical phy-
sicists like Fred Alan Wolf aren't the only ones who know 
that whatever is born at the physical level must die, sooner 
or later. But philosopher scientists view life from the 
indestructible mental level. They know that the death th~ es 
of an old civilization are the birth pangs of a new one. 

· Life goes on. Forms made of atoms do not -though the atoms 
themselves may be as old as the Solar System. 

THE QUANTA OF THE GLOBAL CHAINS 
The irresistible march of life through the forms of the 

Solar System is aptly illustrated by Besant and Leadbeater 
in "Man, Whence, How and Whither". Central to that march is 
the Judgment Day which comes to each globe or planetary school-
room midway through its active cycle. About 40% of the life 
wave of a globe or planet will fail. These laggards fall back 
and take the work over again. Many of them look down instead 
of up and tie their consciousness to matter. This i~ evil if 
it is done deliberately. Let's call it planetary evil. This 
anti-evolutionary attitude opens them to guidance by Cosmic 
Evil serving the Destroyer aspect of creation. Orion the Hunter, 
mentioned in the Bible, is one such source. Another is a. : sun 
in the Great Bear Constellation, reputed to be Dubhe. 

If quantum consciousness is allowed to run unchecked on 
a planet, it can result in the total destruction of the plane-
tary schoolroom. This happened to Globe D of the Moon Chain 
shown in Diag~am II of the Besant/Leadbeater opus. In some of 
the early teachings it is called Maldek, the remains of which 
are the asteroids orbiting between Mars and Jupiter except 
for the largest remnant, Luna "surviving as our Moon," accord-
ing to Leadbeater, "but the Moon is only what is left of it ••• 
a globe fuuch diminished in size, on its way to a total wreck 
--a corpse, in fact". See also Diagram IV. 

In following the distribution of the "sheep and the goats" 
after the Judgment Day on Maldek, it is apparent that the fail-
ures were dumped here on Globe D of our chain, the Earth. So, 
it shouldn't be surprising that with our Judgment Day fast 
approaching, we face the same kind of planet-destroying crisis 
with our nuclear arsenals, created by recincarnated atomic 
scientists faced with the same choice again. Let us hope that 
the Will to Good will prevail and that the majority of them 
will look up to Spirit rather than down to Matter. 
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DIPLOS:ION AND THE DERWISH DANCE 
by A~bert Zock 

It is known that peop~e who dance are happier. Not with just 
any dance of course, o~y with dances that have a whir~ attribute 
in them and some can be a real. "Fountain of Youth." The "Dhikr" 
for exampl.e, a Mevl.ana-Derwish dance, is such a dance. 

In the center of a vertical. whirl.pool., regardl.ess of ;ts medium, 
there is stil.~ess, l.ike in the eye of a hurricane. Others ~ave a 
vacuum or even a suction, as in a twister for exampl.e. Swirl.ing 
water or air, l.~e the Northwind, are refreshing and sti~ating. 
The same l.aw seems to move subtl.e mediums, 1.1ke the ether and others. 

The Dhikr is no accident. The Mevl.ana-Derwish teachers under-
stood the beneficial. properties of Impl.osion and they ~corporated 
this principal. into the Dhikr-Dance, l.eading to a kind of trance 
through which a dancer strives to reach a unity with his god. 

Its basis is a pirouette but it has to be performed in a precise 
way by rotating on the spot, creating an ima~nary axis vertical.l.y 
through the heart which ends between the big and the second toe of 
the l.eft foot. 

How important the ~aginary axis in the Dhikr is, shows by its 
training. A neophyte has to l.earn this on the spot rotation by hol.d-
ing on with his first and second toe of the l.eft foot to a special. 
nai.l. in the dance fl.oor. 

A Darwish dances the Dhikr with stretched out arms, the pal.m of 
the right hand open to the sky as to receive something, the l.eft pal.m 
facing ground. To him the Dhikr is a prayer and when he feel.s a cal.m 
and emptiness in his ~er sel.f then he feel.s an incoming of a bene-
ficial. energy which fl.ows out and surrounds him. 

A Derwish sees bimsel.f as a mediator -who, as he rotates in his 
dance, becomes a channel. for a spiritual. energy or heal.ing force 
entering his right hand and with his l.eft hand passes it on to the 
worl.d. 

It can be assumed that most ice-skaters who perform a pirouette 
are unaware of the subtl.e Impl.osion energy they create, contributing 
to his or her hea1th. 

On a smal.l.er scal.e, dancing a Vienna Wal.tz wi~1 have simil.ar 
res~ts, not exactl.y a fountain of youth, but it may expl.a~ why 
peop~e say that the wal.tz-times were happy timeso 

Even the first Mormons were convinced that without the dances 
around the camp fires on their ~ong and weary journey to the Sal.t 
Lake area, they coul.d not have made it. 
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COSMIC BLUEPRINT 
Part II 

Chapter Eleven of 
The COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE 

by Trevor James Constable 

Dro Steiner stated in his numerous lectures that lime formations 
are deposits of living organisms. Shellfish, snails, polyp~and .... similar organisms have deposited the lime formations of the earth. 
Dr. Steiner made this observation some seventy years ago. Geochemical 
research in modern times progressively confirms Steiner's statements. 
In a relatively recent incident bearing upon ufology, the origin of 
other earthly matter in life processes was elevated to an even more 
startling eminence. We reach forward from Dr. Rudolph Steiner in 
the first years of this century to Ivan T. Sanderson's Uninvited 
Visitors for one instance worth a thousand. 

Biologist-geologist Ivan T. Sanderson was among the scientists 
interested in ufology who believe that before we seek to understand 
extraterrestrial life, we should try and better understand terrestr-
ial lifeo That modern science is woefully derelict in this sphere, 
is evident from the incident he cites on page 99 of Uninvited 
Visitors. 

"A scientist in Germany was assigned after World War II to make 
certain surveys of the deep salt mines in Bavaria, where the Nazis 
had stashed art and other treasures that they had plundered from 
museums and collections all over Europe. This man, a biologist in 
its widest sense, happened to become interested in the salt itself, 
which was laid down under some overwarm sea about 200 million years 
ago. He took samples and analyzed them, and one of the things that 
startled him was that living things turned up in the resultant solu-
tions. Naturally, he assumed that these were the product of contamin-
tion -during the taking of the samples, or later in his laboratory, 
since all air is choked with such living things as spores and 
bacteria. 

"However 9 he refined his techniques with every conceivable 
precaution, and still the living things appeared, until finally he 
was forced to the conclusion that they were resuscitated generations 
of creatures that had lived in the ancient sea and become fossilized 
along with the salt, to rest for millions of years before being 
"brought back to life." This bizarre experiment was subsequently 
tested by others, starting from scratch and using both their own and 
the original methods. Always the same answer." 

Limestone and subterranean salt, oil, coal and slate deposits 
are all produced out of living processes. Then why not the totality 
of the matter of which the earth itself consists? To the objection 
that azoic rocks have never been found to contain fossils, there is 
the work of British biochemist Moreley-Martin as an answero 
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Under conditions of tota1 steri1ity he proved in the l930 1 s 
that anima1 forms exist in and can be awakened from azoic rocks. 
Such devastating findings wreak havoc upon the neurotic security 
of those whose who1e wor1d conception rests upon the opposite. 
Like Steiner, Reich, Drown, Abrams, Ve1ikovsky and other genuine 
scientists, Mor1ey-Martin has been the victim of obscurantism. 

Recognizing the epoch-making nature of Mor1ey-M~tin 1 s dis-
coveries, the late Meade Layne compiled an introductory br~ghure 
on the Eng1ish biochemist's work, and pub1ished it in July 1~50 
under the imprimat~ of Borderland Sciences Research Associates 
Foundation. Entitled The Morley-Martin Experiments and the Experi-
ments of Dr. Charles w. Littlefield, this valuable document is 
presently av.ai~ab1e from BSRF (BSRA #ML-1, $5.50). 

Morley-Martin, by a series of manipulations in totaly steri1-
ity, caused to emerge in microscopic miniature, vertebrate forms 
such as we know, together with others which no 1onger exist. Morley-
Martin's vigorous condensations and chemica1 transmutations repro-
duced these creatures, in his own words, "in the way they probably 
came out from the fire-mist or the gas of our nebula." Under the 
microscope, trusted witnesses reported seeing vertebrates take 
shape within the protoplasm, with the outlines of 1im.bs and claws 
following, then the heads and eyes. One crustacean developed its 
legs and then wa1ked o££ the field of the microscope. 

When Morley•Martin died in 1938, he had pub1ished o~y one 
small brochure, The Reincarnation of Animal and Plant Life from 
Protoplasm Isolated from the Minera1 Kingdom, which appeared in 
1934. Renown awaits the enterprising young biochemist who treads 
this same pathway today, for the lesson of all such work - Morley-
Martin's experiments, those of Dr. Littlefield and the earlier 
Andrew Crosse - is that the opposite of 1i.£e is not death, but 
1atencyo Biogenesis is not the mystery that obscurantist high 
priests of officia~ science wou1d have their fe11ow humans believe. 

Human experience and experimental results have thus advanced 
slowly to those conceptions of eternal life on earth first put 
forward in modern terms by the amazing Steiner. The inert matter 
of the earth has been precipitated out of the life processps of 
the earth itself, just as inert minera1s appear when we kill any 
living organism. That is, the corpse becomes o£ the substance of 
the earth itself. The unanswerable question is really no longer 
"When did l.ife appear on earth?", but rather "When was there not 
life on earth?" The continued and dogmatic teaching in the uni-
versities o£ a wor1d conception rooted in sterility is a fraud 
against the young. Ultimately, such 1ies will lead to revolt. 
(To be continued, ~1976, reprinted with permission.) 

We have several copies of COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE available for 
$12.95 p1us a dollar postage. 
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BUILD YOUR OWN RADIONIC TUNER 

by PETER A. LINDEMANN 

Recently, a number of people have inquired to BSRF how to build your own 
Radionic device. It seems that the schematics that have been published in 
the past are some how unclear or that the rates that go with them are not 
understandable. Therefore, I am undertaking this project, to write a article 
that clearly makes available to the beginner, a useful, easy to understand 
device for experimental work. 

MY PHILOSOPHY 
It should be noted that the FDA, US CUSTOMS and the AMA all frown on these 

devices. Ruth Drown was jailed for treating her patients with one. And many 
other horror stories can be recounted as tofoul treatment of those who use 
them openly in the treatment of human disease. Most people get into trouble 
because they make wild claims and actually obtain only average results. The 
other way people get into trouble is that they do not understand the LAW 
concerning the practicing of Medicine without a License. I recommend that any-
one building one of these devices use it only on yourself. That way you will 
be very careful what you do and you will not make any claims that you cannot 
substantiate. Also, you will not be breaking any LAWS, written or unwritten. 
With that in mind, I gladly make this information available to the experimenter 
associates of BSRF. 

THE BID-NORMALIZER 
I call my system a Bio-Normalizer because it is a bio-feedback device of 

the subtlest order. It is based on my own researches but is heavily influenced 
by the work of Ruth Drown, L.E.Eeman and Dr. Bruce Copen. The device, when 
complete, works very well with rates published by Ruth Drown or Bruce Copen. 
Since the Drown rates a~las is available from BSRF, this is a good place to 
begin. 

MY PHILOSOPHY CONTINUED 
Radionic devices don't do anything. In this sense they are not machines 

by the classic definition. Neither do the rates represent the various body 
parts and diseases. The tuners are made of electrical components that perform 
no electrical functions. You can see why the FDA might have a li~tle trouble 
with them. 

From my point of view, and the point of view of many radionic practioners, 
Radionics is a form of CEREMONIAL MAGIC. The tuner is only a SOLIDIFIED THOUGHT 
FORM and the rates represent AGREEMENTS with the subtle nature SPIRITS. 
Although some radionic practioners are angered by this type of discussion, 
others are quite comfortable. One thing everyone agrees with; the more people 
who use a particular system, the better it works for everyone. I believe that 
each one of us has the ability to make ourselves sick or well. Most of us have 
resistance to releasing our own inner healer. That is, we don't give ourselves 
permission to heal ourselves or others unless some "THING" satisfies our 
analytical mind's doubt. The thought that the "RADIONIC DEVICE" is healing me 
is often all that is required to release one's own inner healer from behind 
the wall of doubt. The results can be incredible, but only when you "agree." 

Underneath this simple philosophy, there is an intricate ART OF HEALING. 
The body built itself from scratch in the first place and it can repair itself 
easily when all the CAUSES for disease are removed. 
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A Radionic Tuner may be just what some beginners need to discover these subtle 
laws of living. The mind is the real Radionic Tuner, and what you think about 
it makes all the difference in the world. 

A VITAL RADIONIC SECRET REVEALED 
Eight years ago, on the Island of Hawaii, Marty Martin and I were engaged 

in some serious research into the operational mechanisms of Radionics. Without 
going into his proceedures at this time, maybe some future article, Marty first 
isolated a profound discovery. When, for any reason, the RNA function of the 
body is depressed, Radionic treatments were almost always uneffective. But, 
when the RNA was first stimulated by a specific treatment of the RNA tn!y, then 
all other radionic treatments became effective. After seeing this phenomena 
a number of times, we finally interpreted it this way. ALL REMEDIES ARE MADE 
IN THE BODY BY THE DNA! The radionic methed is simply a way of "talking" to 
the DNA. If the DNA could not get its message out into the cell through the 
RNA, the treatment seemed not to work. This one piece of information may help 
you get more consistant results in your work. For us , it eliminated almost 
all the times that our proceedures did not work. 

RUTH DROWN REVISITED 
In my estimation, all students of Radionics should study the methods of 

Ruth Drown, especially her discovery of the rates for the Brain Activity Centers. 
In 10 years of work, I have learned that it is almost never needed to treat a 
specific organ or gland that is dis-functioning. It is almost "'. invariable 
underactive because of a SHOCK or a CHOICE has shut down the Brain Activity 
Center governing that part of the body. By treating the BAC, the body normalizes 
automatically. Discovering exactly what is obstructing the BAC is sometimes a 
little challenging, but then no one ever said being healthy was going to be easy. 

THE CIRCUIT 
I could go on and on about proceedures, but lets get down to the hardware. 

A Bio-Normalizer consists of a main rates tuner, a potentizer, over-function and 
under-function dials, a specimen or witness plate, a detector (either a shtick 
plate or pendulum plates), and a broadcaster system. With these features and the 
Drown Rates Atlas, a beginner is well on his/her way to lots of fun and dis-
covery. Like Ruth Drown, I prefer to connect the human body directly to the 
circuitry. For this I use a modified Eeman "relaxation circuit" to promote 
movement of the living energy of the body. With all of the body's vibrations 
circulating in "relaxation circuit," the tuner then becomes simply a modifier 
that is tuneable. The body is wired to itself - hand to opposite foot, hand 
to opposite foot, and the head and sacrum pads connect to the tuner. This 
system brings the full power of the body energy on to the detector plates to 
exagerate the indications, thereby helping to eliminate errors in analysis. 

The parts list for a 15 dial tuner with pendulum indicator is as follows. 
17 SK variable resistors 
17 10_..uf capacitors 

3 one inch square metal plates (stainless steel is nice) 
2 banana or RCA plug recepticles 
1 variable capacitor from an old AM radio 
1 on/off switch 

17 dials with numbers 0 - 10 
1 dial with line indicator 
1 copper plate two inches square 
1 briefcase and front panel 
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The circuitry is of the variable resistive type, with a few differences . 
First, I realized some years ago that the body energy moving in the circuit 
is not resisted by the resistors. Since resistance is not the function of 
the ~esistor in this case, having the energy flow through the resistor is not 
necessary for proper function. It is sufficient that the resistor simply 
make contact with the energy in the circuit. After a lot of research, I 
devised this wiring method. The variable resistor used is a SK ohm linear 
potentiometer. It has three (3) leads or contact points. (see figures 1-3.) 

A C 

~~~. t . 
8 

The SK pot looks something like the figure in drawing (1). I have labelled 
the three leads A, B, & C. A and C are the two ends of the fixed resist-
ance, and B is the movable member that can sweep around to change the value 
of the resistor. Drawing (2) is a symbolic diagram of the SK pot in the 
same shape as the pot. Drawing (3) is a simple schematic of the same thing. 

Next, I attach a lOpf capacitor across the SK pot from A to C on all 
the pots in a row and then attach all the B leads together in series as shown. 

rl~ r-1~ ~~ 
A~~ SJ( ~SJ( ~ SK 

~----~t~6--~· -------~--~~-~--------A~&.! ___ ~------? 
The living energy in the circuit travels along the wire attached to the B's 
but does not actually go through the variable resistors. When you turn the 
dial, it impresses into the life force a subtle CHANGE OF RELATIONSHIP 
between the two halves of the resistor and capacitor set. This is all that is 
required for tuning. I use dials with numbers already on them for convenience. 

Now that you have a rates tuner, you need some way to raise the potency 
of any given tuning. For this I use the big variable capacitor out of an old 
AM radio from the junk yard. When you get one of these, you will probably 
find four or five possible leads to wire it from. Just pick any two that 
connect to each half of the capacitor. 

To get a vitality reading on your tunings, we use two more dials; one 
for OVER-FUNCTION and one for UNDER-FUNCTION. These two dials are wired 
together and parallel the main tuner. 

Next, you need a detector. For this system, a set of two plates, one 
before and one after the tuner, create an energy field to influence a pendulum. 
The pendulum movements indicate whether or not the energy quality on the two 
plates is the same. If the energy is the same, the pendulum will swing freely 
over both plates, breaking into a clock-wise circle if they are exactly the 
same. This indication means that the tuning on the tuner is already present 
in the persons energy field, that is , the tuning hasn't changed anything. 
If you tune to something that is not present in the person's energy field, 
the pendulum will swing sideways between the plates. This means that the 
energy on the plates is different, that is, you have added something with your 
tuning. Other angles of the pendulum swing usually indicate that your tuning 
is present but that it needs further development, such as compensation on one 
of the over or under function dials or the potency dial. With this system, 
you either want a sideways swing or a clock-wise circle swing meaning NO or YES. 
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Next, you need a specimen plate (for witness or remedy) and a way to 
connect the body energy directly to the circuit. These are self-explanatory 
and are indicated on the schematic. 

Finally, you may want to "adjust" your energy quality when you are not 
in the same place as your radionic tuner. For this you may want a method to 
impress your tunings into the greater "life force" thereby affecting your 
intentions at a distance. The best low cost method for this use is a YANTRA 
or POWER DIAGRAM. The simple concentric squares pattern works very well and 
can be mounted on a copper plate and wired to the circuit through an on/off 
switch. A strong magnet placed behind the YANTRA strengthens the effect. 
There are lots of ways to effectively "broadcast" your tunings, so you .Jcri'tay 
want to experiment with this section of the unit. 

Well, this should keep you do-it-yourselfer's busy for a while. One last 
note. The rates are dialed on to the dials so that all the unused dials are 
INFRONT of the rate desired. The easiest method for this is to dial the rate 
up backwards beginning from the right and moving left. If there are any 
other questions, just call Tom at BSRF Headquarters. Have fun! 

I I I I I 

00000 
66666 
66666 0 

6 0 
6 0 
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THE TESLA OSCILLATING CURRENT TRANSFORMER 
by Eric P. Dollard 
Wireless Engineer 

@ 1986 

WIRELESS POWER 
During the period from 1890 to 1900 Dr. Nikola Tesla was 

engaged in the systematic research of high frequency electric waves 
with the specific aim of developing a method for the transmission 
& reception of electric energy through the natural mediumo Inspired 
by the experimental researches of Dr. Heinrich Hertz, Dro T~ la 
developed various apparatus with the object of exploring Dro Hertz's 
findings. Dro Tesla found his progress slow until he developed the 
oscillating current transformer, or what became known as the Tesla 
Coil. This development allowed Dr. Tesla to progress far beyond 
the original experiments of Dro Hertz and thus beyond the so called 
''modern" CONcepts of radio in present useo 

The fundamental principle behind the oscillating current 
transformer is functionally equivalent to the principle involved 
in the rotating magnetic field described in my article in the 
Journal of Borderland Research, March-April 1986. This principle 
is the transformation betweea transverse and longitudinal wave-
forms. 

The oscillating current transformer functions qtlite differently 
than a conventional transformer in that the law of dielectric in-
duction is utilized as well as the familiar law of magnetic induct-
ion. The propagation of waves along the coil axis does not resemble 
the propagation of waves along a conventional transmission line, 
but is complicated by inter-turn capacitance & mutual magnetic 
inductance. In this respect the o.c. transformer does not behave 
like a resonant transmission line, nor a R.C.L. circuit, but more 
like a special type of wave guide. Perhaps the most important 
feature of the o.c. transformer is that in the course of propa-
gation along the coil axis the electric energy is dematerialized, 
that is, rendered mass free energy resembling Dro Wilhelm Reich's 
Orgone Energy in its hehavioro It is this feature that renders 
the O.Co transformer useful! for wireless power transmissmn and 
reception, and gives the O.Co transformer singular importance in 
the study of Dro Tesla 1 s research. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF COIL INDUCTION 

Consider the elemental slice of a coil shown in figo lo Between 
the turns 1,2 & J of the coiled conductor exists a complex electric 
wave consisting of two basic components. In one component (fig. 2), 
the lines of magnetic and dielectric :flux cro-ss at right angles, 
producing a photon flux perpendicular to these crossings, hereby 
propagating energy along the gap, parallel to the conductors and 
around the coilo This is the transverse electro-magnetic waveo In 
the other component, shown in fig. 3, the lines of magnetic flux 
do not cross but unite along the same axis, perpendicular to the 
coil conductors, hereby energy is conveyed along the coil axis. This 
is the Longitudinal Magneto-Dielectric Wave. 
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Hence, two distinct forms of energy flow are present in the 
coiled conductor, propagating at right angles with respect to each 
other, as shown in fig. 4. Hereby a res~tant wave is produced 
which propagates around the coil in a helical fashion, leading 
the transverse waYe between the conductors. Thus the oscillating 
coil posses a complex wavelength which is shorter than the wave-
length of the coiled conductor. 

COIL CALCULAT~ON 
If the assumptions are made that an alternating current is 

applied to one end of the coil, the other end of the coil is open 
circuitedo Additionaly external inductance and capacitance must 
be taken into account, then simple formulae may be derived for a 
single layer solenoid. 

The well known for~a for the total inductance of a single 
layer solenoid is 

Where 
r is coil radius 
1 is coil length 

L = r 2 N2 
(9r+101) 

N is number of turns 

X 10-6 Henry 
(inches} 
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The capacitance of a single layer solenoid is given by the 
formul.a 

C = pr '--Slf x 1 o-12 Farads 
{inches) 

where the factor p is a function of the length to diameter ratio, 
tabulated in table {1). The dimensions of the coil are shown in 
figure (1). The capacitance is minimum when length to diameter 
ratio is equal to one. 

{2) 

Because the coil is assumed to be in oscillation with a stand-
ing wave, the current distribution al.ong the coil. is not uniform, 
but varies sinusoidial.l.y with respect to distance al.ong th~ coil. 
This al.ters the results obtained by equation {1), thus for r esonance 

L = tL 0 

likewise, for capacitance 
c 

0 

8 = - c ...,. 

Hereby the vel.ocity of propagation is given by 

Henrys (3) 

Farads (4) 

1

, Units/sec (5) 

Where 

Inch/sec (6) 

That is, the velocity of light, and 

211' 1 o9 Inch/ sec 

Where n = the ratio of coil length to coil diameter. The val.ues 
of propagation factor ~ are tabul.ated in tabl.e {2). 

{7) 

Thus, the frequency of oscil.lation or resonance of the coil is 
given by the relation 

Where 

= v /(1 •4) 0 0 Cycl.es/sec 

1 = total length of the coiled conductor in inches. 
0 
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COIL. 

The characteristic impedance of the resonant coil is given by 

zc =n Ohms (9) 
0 

Hence, 
Z = NZ c s Ohms ( 10) 

Where 

Z5 = [ (182.9 + 4o6.4n)p J t Oluns 
{inches) (11) 

and N = number o£ turns. The values of sheet impedance, Z , are 
tab~ated in table (3). 5 

The time constant of the coi1, that is, the rate of energy 
dissipation due to coi1 resistance is given by the approximate 
formula 

Where r = coi1 radius 
1 = coi1 J.ength 
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In genera~, the dissipation of the coi~ 1 s oscillating energy 
by conductor resistance: 

1) Decreases with increase of coil diameter, d; 
2) Decreases with increase of coi~ ~ength, l, rapidly when 

the ratio, n, of length to diameter is small with little 
decrease beyond n equal to unity; 

J) Is minimum when the ratio of wire diameter to coil pitch 
is 6o~. 

By examination of the attached tables, (1), (2) & {J), it is seen 
that the long coils o£ popular designs do not result in .op~um 
performance. In general, coils sho~d be short and wide, and not 
longer than n=l. The frequency is usually given as F = V /~ 

0 c 0 
which by equation (7) is incorrect. Winding on solid or continous 
formers rather than spaced slender rods, as shown in figure (1), 
greatly retards wave propagation as indicated in equation (6), 
thereby seriously distorting the wave. The dielectric constant of 
the coil, 2 , should be as close to unity as is physically possible 
to insure high efficiency of transformation. 

The equations for the voltampere relations of the oscillating 
coil are 

• 

• 

Where • 
E = 0 

• 
Io = 
y = c 

zo = 

Yo = 

f> = 

j = 

-----------y z + C' 
c 0 0 

• 

• 

Vol.tage on el.evated 

Complex Inp~t Voltage 

Complex Input Current 

Input Impedance, Ohms 

terminal 

Current into elevated termina~ 

z -1 
c 

Terminal impedance 

Terminal admittance 

u/2F :Decrement 
0 

root ofV -1 
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Where 

For negligible losses and absolute values 

C = Terminal capacitance 
0 

By the law o£ conservation o£ energy 

Volts (16) 

Amperes (17) 

Volt-Amperes (18) 

I£ the terminal capacitance is small then the approximate input/ 
output relations o£ the Tesla coil are given by 

Length/Width 
= n 

o.1o 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
o;3o 
Oe35 
o.4o 
o.45 
o.so 
o.6o 
0.70 

May-June 1986 

E = Z I 1 0 c 

E1 = I Z 0 c 

*** *** 

Output Volts 

Input Amperes 

Output Amperes 

Input Volts 

*** *** 
TABLE (1) 

Coil Capacitance Factor 

Factor Length/Width Factor 
p = n p 

0.96 o.ao 0.46 
0.79 0.90 o.46 
0.70 1.00 0.46 
o.64 1.5 o.47 
o.6o 2.0 0.50 
0.57 2.5 0.56 

o.s4 J.O o.61 
0.52 3.5 o.67 
o.so 4.0 0.72 
o.4s 4.5 0.77 
o.47 5.0 o.s1 
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Length/Width 
= D 

0.10 
0.1.5 
0.20 
0.2.5 
o.3o 
0.:35 
o.4o 
o.45 
0 • .50 
o.6o 
0.70 
o.ao 
0.90 
1.00 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 

**** 

TABLE (2) 

vo 
Inches; sec 

9.42 X 109 

10.9 
12.0 
13.0 
13.9 
14.8 
15.6 
16.4 
17.2 
18.4 
19 • .5 
20 • .5 
21.4 
22.1 
25.4 
27.6 
28.7 
29.7 
j0.3 
30.9 
)1.6 
32.4 
33.0 
jj.9 

**** **** 

Percent Lumi.na~ 
Ve~oc:ity~ ~ 

79.8% 
92o2 
102 
110 
118 
12.5 
1j2 
1J9 
146 
156 
165 
176 
181 
187 
215 
2j4 
24J 
251 
2.57 
262 
268 
274 
279 
287 

**** 
Books by Eric Do~~ard 

**** 

L/W 
~n 

0.10 
0. 1 .5 
Oo20 
0.2.5 
O.JO 
Oo35 
Oo40 
0.4.5 
o.so 
Oo60 
0.70 
o.so 
0.90 
1.00 
1. 5\ 

2.0 
2.5 
J.O 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 

TABLE (3) 

0.107 X 10J 

0.070 
0.116 
0.116 

J-9.: 11 6 
0.115 
0.115 
0.114 
o.11J 
0.110 
0.106 
o.103 
0.099 
0.095 
0.081 
0.070 
0.061 
o.o54 
o.o4s 
o.o44 
o.o4o 
o.037 
o.032 
0.028 

**** 

CONDENSED INTRO TO TESLA TRANSFOliMERS. Thi.s book :is an abstract of 
theory and construction techniques of Tes~a transformers. It is the 
res~t of experiment~ ~vestigations and theoret:ica~ cons:iderat:ions. 
Inc~udes re~evant Tes~a patents and an artic~e on capacity by Fritz 
Lowenstein, Tes~a's assistant. (BSRA #TE-1)•••••••••••••••o••••$5o50 
:INTRODUCTION TO DIELECTRIC &. MAGNETIC DISCHARGES L'l ELECTRICAL 
WINDINGS. Theory of abrupt e~ectrica~ osci~~ations such as those 
used by Tes~a for experimenta~ researches. Contains ELECTRICAL OSCILLA-
TIONS IN ANTENNAE AND INDUCTION COILS by John M:i~~er, 1919. This is 
one of the few artic~es conta~g equations usefu~ to the design of 
Tes~a coi~s. (BSRA #TE-2)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.50 
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CLIPS. OuorEs & CoMMENTS 
. -

A CLJ:P, 

-· 
TilE AllEGORY 

Austin Osman Spare, 1904. Reprinted from EARTH INFERNO, 1980 micro-
fiche edition, Askin Publishers, 16 Ennismore Ave. London W4, England. 
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.A. QUOTE 
" In course of 1ife you reach a time, 

When Doctor, Lawyer, Priest a1ike, 
Does fai1 to give the sought re1ief, 
To troub1ed mind or burdened heart--
Then come to me: 
I he1p you to he1p yourself." 

-Dinshah-

A COMMENT 
"How is truth to be found? 
"By investigation, experiment and reason. 
"Every human being should be allowed to investigate to the 

extent of his desire - or ability. The literature of the world 
should be open to him - nothing prohibited, sealed or hidden. No 
subject can be too sacred to be understood. Each person should be 
allowed to reach his own conclusion and to speak his honest thought. 

"He who threatens the investigator with punishment here, or 
hereafter, is an enemy of the human race. And he who tries to bribe 
the investigator with the promise of eternal joy is a traitor to 
his fellowmen. 

"There is no real investigation without freedom - freedom from 
the fear of gods and men. 

"So, a11 investigation - a11 experiment 
in the 1ight of reason. 

should be pursued 

"To throw away your reason at the command of churches, popes, 
parties, kings or gods, is to be a serf, a slave. 

"It is not simply the right, but it is the duty of every man 
to think - to investigate for himself - and every man who tries to 
prevent this by force or fear, is doing all he can to degrade and 
enslave. his fe11owmen. 11 

Robert G. Ingerso11, from Atheist Truth vs. Religion's Ghosts, 
American Atheist Press, Box 2117, Austin TX 78768. 

TOOLS 
A hammer can be used to build a building. It is a functional 

tool of construction. A hammer can also be used to club someone or 
something to pieces. It is a functional tool of destruction. A 
hammer is neither good nor evil, it is mere1y a too1. So it is also 
with our objective reality. There is no good or evil until a sentient 
will is impressed upon it. Manifestation is a tool for our learningo 

Truth is beyond good or evil. Truth is the free flow of water 
down the mountainside, the harvest ripening in the sun. The way of 
truth is the way of the Gnostic. Not a dogmatic Gnosticism, but the 
knowing of the ways of nature and their attachment with your inner 
beingo To KNOW, not just thinking you know! 
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GNOSTICS 

©~~~@LV) 

~~~ tke~M~~!~~~ 
A SPECIAL PREVIEW OF THE EXCITING NEW GAMe SHOW 

PREMIERING NEXT FALL ON ABC-TV! 

WAL~~D 47 MlL.~S 
OF BARB~D W\R£, 

US~D A COSRA SNA~~ 
fOR A N~CK \1~/ 

60\ A BRAND NE:W 
HOU?~ ON THE= ~ 

ROADSlDS 1 • 

MADE- FROM 
RATTlESNAKE HIDE! 

WHO DO YOU L.OVE 
? 
• 

TH\5 IS 
n-t~ VOICE 

OF VISHNU 
FROM VC:.N US~ 
HOV~RlNG iN 
5HlP NO. 2.16 
ON THE:- INNER 

PL-ANE~~ 
WITH A 
MESSAGE

A BOOT LOVE! 

UH , •. 
\'lr1 F'iOM 
F!SD~RAL~_.. 
t=:XPRE:SS. 
l'V~ GOT A 
COUI2JE-R~ PA K 

FOR Y'Ou, .. 
PL.£ASE 5\GN 
YOUR NAM~ 
ON UN~l7 
PL~ASE! 

Reprinted from THE GNOSTIC, Spring 1985. THE GNOSTIC is the news-
letter of the Ecclesia Gnostica Mysteriorum (Church o£ the Gnosis). 
J4J7 Alma, #2J, Palo Alto, CA 94306 
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II has been a secret for many years -~ 
more than ~0 ye~s in fact. It is 1 secrtt • 
that is a shame of the medical profession 
and another example of complacent . . . 

. . . . microscope. In an artiCle whtch appeared in 
press: another example of 1 sctenttfic ·;; /kw Age' Journal March 1976 (and which 
conspiracy that resembles more a medi- ~ .,. , · J: ~- produced lillie from Nrw Agr edilors or 
c-valauild protecting its financial interests· .,' ·· ; J readers), the s1ory of Rife's mkroscupc and 

. than a profession·dedicaied to public ser- .. ; ; , · . cancer cur~ was detailed .• ~ince 1hen1 Rife has 
vice, and another example of a political • . ·:· ~n ~oma_nal~d for the Ahcrnal~ve Nobel 

• · · • · · . .• i. · Pnzc'a whach IS annually awarded m Eo rope 
system_ ~fratd to pr?mote the pubh~ &ood ; .t · . ;~ as·a proicst 10 the more eslablishcd,lcu risk · 
when 11 cla~hed with powerful ehte_s. ..,. taking Swcdi~h honor . Yet; lillie notice of 

This story also demonstrates how Rife and his miraculous discovery has in-
apalhelic, a~kep. cowardly and unwillina sll. filtrated the eslahli~hmcnl medicine's research 
many individual~. esp«ially the sclf-riahtcous , · consciousness. · · ~ ' · 
"new a.t~ers," actually _are.wh.cn alv~n th~ op- ' ~< . Rife's microscope was 1 stunnina advance, : 

s1nce 
conlinucd their .work. In 1940, Arlhur W. 
Yale, M.D. reported that Rife's di\Covtric\ 
were an "entirely new theory of I he origin and 
cause of cancer, and I he lrcaamcnt and rc~ull\ 
have been $0 uniquc and unbclievahlt.-.. thai 
we may be able to "eliminate: the \CCOIIJ 
largesl cause of deaths in the United Stales ." 

8111 it waJ not to b~! 

There: were powerrul docrors who'c carc:rn 
were ba,cd on the theory thai baclcria could 
nol change iu form. Rife 's di\cm·cry lhrcal · 
encd their status and lhcir own rcsc:au:h. (II 
wa• like the lnventiojl or the automobile for 

rortunlly to takr realtnlllatlves w_tuch ''lUid . Unlike the electron microscope. Ri(c's mkro· 
rcc1ify monstrous . wront~s. · ~ scope made il possible to study "livina" bac· .. . . .. Th • h ! • • • • • . One or lhcse aulhOriiiC\ was Dr . 

a ho;~c·drawn ca~riagc driver .) 

e ~cerci 1$ 1 e cancer "!re. - ~ · _. . . lena, vuuse~, ~nd so. forth. ~~ cle_caron ~ Thoma' Riven of the Rt-...-..crellcr ln\liiiiiC' . 
Before dctailina this fUndamental wrona, • mlcrostopc kalls lis specamcns. Rafc s remark: : Another was 1-farvard mi&:robiologl\t Dr 

it is i'"?portantto emphasize whadO ~ear~ of . . . :. . .• . ·' ·. : . , .' . ' j> .$. abl,e b~~akthro.uah used ~ new approach to . )tans Zinsscr. The cancer cure was killed b~ 
covenng .up a cancer cure has m~an_t tn rcr~ ,rion of committed scicntitst, and to promote ·. ·: bend hgh': As_ a r~sult, Rare was a.ble to pro· ;the powerful. · 
of sufferana . Almost every famaly m ~.men- :. rfit httded public cdu~tion.: So perhaPs final'\, . ~ve rha.' baclena could chance thear form .. In . . One or Rife's supporters, Dr . Edward C . 
~aha$ been touched by the horror or !mac,.. , ~Y ·:if ~nouah ~.r ~s . insist -~"it-~ Ari•crica'~:J;, e~rcct, ~he~ ~~uld ~i~fm~ ~an~~ caus~ng ·, ' Rosenow. a pioneer bactt:riologi~l. sadly com-
·~~ deaths by cancer. ~ose who ~av~n ~been " msutullonal ab1hty to c~rrct.·qhl.~ oanragt cart ·".1~~•ru~es. '. . · · · J . · • :·. · · 1 mcnted at the end of his life, "They simply 
da~eqtly affected have kno~n _nc•ahbof'll l!'d' · be demonstral~. Bur don't hold your brdt~., r ~~r~ t_hc~ tmplanted tus can~-causana bac- ·: won't lisa en ... . . • ! .. . . . · 
fnends who have been the Vtcllms of both rhc . Without a major. oh·aoina. public commit~ . ler~ IIIlO rats. Tumo_r.~ SUb\equcnlly dcvc:l - ' .. . 
di,casc and the arrogant scientists; aovcrn- ,. ment and 1 ' national authority ro.ovcrsee the : · optd. From here. Rafc made the uartlin• 1 . Others_ have followed Rare ~nd have con· 
mcnl burcaucrals and financial ~Jiles v.·ho are cffon and repiYrt rtgularJy on the proaress be· ~,dt5(ovcry that ~he baclcria could chan!e i'"!IO 1 

• r~rmccl daffcrcnl a~~CI\ of hiS theory, t>ul 
rcspon~iblc . Children have been amonathe ina made, it is unlikely that "swi'R, sianiftcant . a ~~m~Jctely darfcrcnl f~r_!.ll if the "medium "nc~ I hey arc few ID number and arc ~fO· 
many millions who have not only been aban- · remedies will occu~.•'• ~ : .. · .. ~ .; : on whach they, wert hvma" was .sliahlly_ moun~ a ca~\t contrary to the medalal 
doned ro cancer'sucruciatlnc pain and pro- . . . . . · · ahcred . In other words, Rife's cancer cau\· cslabhshment s apprO\·ed p~alo.'ophy._ l~cy 

d b . 1. 1 .d . In another article In lhts Issue (The' Timtd inl. substance was in some forms and in are no1 supported. Even pubhshmtt thcar fm· 
lracte terror • ut to elliS •na, 5 up_• • Pr~u Pa c I) s ndicatcd columnist Mar • · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · . · · · torturous, upcrimcnlal procedures wh1ch · · ' .' • Y .. Y ; assoctallon wnh some enf•lfonntrni.J wnhm . dangs 1\ ~afft~uh If ~01 tmpo~\lblc be~~u\c: of 
don't work . In I word, thc American medical McGror~ 5 a~cpta~cc sp«eh ~pon reccavana I the body, deadly . Out in other forms and in lhc dnmmanl mcdu;al orthodo'y whach has 
and political "establishment" arc auiltx or the LoveJOY JOurnalism award ts reported . In other environmcnls, benign. His cancer- reaaned sm,·r th~ I~JOs! 
aross misconduct. that talk, Ms .. McGror~. a~vocalc_d that ~- causinj subsrancc could be changed back· ' Chmlophcr Bard\ 1976 N~w Ao~~•· Journal 

Our nation Is rc~is~d· u' · n democratic rc~dcn read 1_hcar .. papen. ~llh the tdea 0~ ~ •.n"·forth f~om_ one to the other. The implica· ! art ide con1aiuc:d ~ \Ummalion of the polit~· ·of 
rocedures dlcc~$ and bat!'::ces com ti: ~01111 somelhmg .. In 1 Similar vein, the_ar lions or this dascovery arc obYious. Cancer covcrup ~s pen:ea11cd by the l.cc: foundauon 

~ . • . • pe tlclc on the chanam& weather and the scacn- , cells miaht be transformed to healthy cells of Nutrnaonal Rc:\can:h an Malwaukct'. Accor · 
lion, and th~ corr~llon of abu.\es .thr?ugh tific covcrup involved, science philosopher again! din1 10 Bini . 1hc l.cc Founda1inn "mainaJin' 
open dl,ct"\aon whach lca_d 10 IMIIhtllonAI Paul Feycrabend ii quored when he.- call' for · . . . a hal Rifr hi1 mkrmcnpc an.t'hi' life "utk 
chantcc. In a he maller of thas SO year old can· "dul elected commillces of Ia mcn"to jud e Rife then began bcamtnl! daHcaenl fr~qu(n · • . . . 
ccr cure all of the above have not worked Y . Y . . g de\ of light on these mkroorgani\ms . Up un · were ral-toocd by leaden Ill a he U.S. m~tll~al 

• . · the efforts and recommcndauons of scaenusts. .1 h 1 195.... R"f , d h. h-·• profession and thai any mcdi.:al doc1or 14·ho 
The cancer cure was suppres\Cd . Agencte.s, . . . . II I e c~r Y .n: 1 c pcr.~crc I as mel '"' · . . . . . . . . 
both public and private, were 1101 re~pon\ive. . ~ertaanly, af ~nylhtna_dtscrves both the In· As Chmtopher nard reported in the 1976 Nt•w made u~ or ha~ practa~al da\l:OVCIIC\ wa\ map· 
The l"OSI in human lives and wa~led resources ~avtdu~l rc~dcr s C<_Jmmumcnt. as well a~ par- Agr article •. •~many lethal organism\ such a\ pcd of has fl""llc~cs as a m~mber of a he.- lola I 
ha' heC'n uaganing. A Vietnam War' the !aclpal_aon_m ~v~u•a~l commlllecs, II as the those of luhcrnttn,is, lyplwid,leptmy .. ap· nu:dtl·al \uncay. . . . . 
counlkn annual dcalhs In automol-tilc ac- mvcsllgallon tnlo I has cancer c~ue a~d lhc pcarcd 10 di,inlegaale or 'blow up' in I he field .Th~ rood and Oru~ ~dnunl\arataon (f I? AI 
cidcnu, or the 'lives prematurely ended dcvelop~ent or pr?ccdur~sto branathas ~an· of hi\ microscope." This same "death ray" sllll t>am lrclments samtlar to tho\c of Rafc . 
becau'e of inferior nutrution CIU\td by pov- cer cure mto practical u'c as rn~tl\ pout hie. was applied to cancers in rau. It worked! And hnw many milliotn or dollar\ 111e on · 
crty top.clher cannot match the number who This story is somewhat technical, but the The nut step was humans . The result? nually "inveslcd" in the csrablishmcnt's pre· 
have died horribly because America's culture complicated scientific details will be omiiled Here is Rife's report: "The first clinical work ferrcd quackery and to~urou\ gimmich? 
could not C~flO\C and then break the vested in ord_cr that you, l_hc reader, can arasp the on cancer was completed under I he supcrvi - Those inlc:r~\lc:d in ~'uin1 thi\ mauer. 
inrerc\15 which perpetrated this crime. And esscnuals. The spccafics can be checked else-. sion of Milbank Johmon, M D., which wa\ which as a firM step mean\ forminc a narional 
if Colorado Governor Lamm's ficures arc where and il is hoped that enough of you·· set up under a spcdal medical Rc\Carch Com· commill~ of scientists, admini\IJalor\, "can· 
correct, on,· third or Americans now livina including upcrlscapable of initiating action millce of the University or Soauhcrn Califor· do-type.-," and laymen to monitor and cor-
will die.- of cancer in the future. Atncrk1n•' •· will do so. A mobiliution is required, for nia. Si11tecn ca'c' were trcarc:d all he clinic: for ''ct thi' nime arc encouraged to con1 al' l Tht' 
who need never have had Cancer! not only conur, but AIDS and many other many types of malignancy. After thrce Plant~ . Pcrhap' cilitcn acaion is no1 entirely 

A lawyer who lca;ncd about the material disca~ thrcat_enina ~s arc potentially capable months, fo~rtccn of these _s~·callcd hope leu dead in I his country )'Ct . 
in this article was shocked. He stated em- of ~1111 eradacatcd If we, the ~pic of the cases were sa_cncd off as chmcall_y cured by a Or -have .we truly lost our nerve, our 
phatically that huac amounts of money could U~ucd States, aet off our collective asses. staff or mcdacal ~oc1ors and Al"1" G. Foord, fighting spiriL., and' our 1776 con1emp1 for 
t>c concentrated within a short time to bcain . In the 1920s. a scientist-inventor named M.D., pathologa\1 for lhc croup. arisuocracy as\umina dic1a1orial ri&lm over 
1hc new~~~~~. to brinJIOJtlher a new aencra- Royal Raymond Rife invcnled a new kind of Throuahoutthc 1910\, Rifr and a\\odtlles our bodie~ and mimh? P 
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lURANYA COIL 
The schematic to the right 

shows how to wind a six-pointed 
Hiranya Coil. BSR Associate and 
good friend ~ Akihiko Hayakawa, 
o£ Japan, has sent us a book 
detailing the use o£ these coils. 
Since no one here at BSRF head-
quarters can read Japanese we 
are relying on the pictures in 
the book for information. From 
the book it would appear that 
these coils are quite popular 
in Japan at present. Many ex-
periments are shown such as 
flowers growing in a vase over 
a coil or a symbol as below. A 
control vase sits beside. The 
coil powered plant is much more 
healthy than the control. This 
is very s~i1ar to Lakhovsky 1 s 
resonant coils around a plants 
base. The same results are 
obtained. Other experiments 
shown are spoilage comparisons 
between various substances such 
as rice, raw egg, milk, etc. It 
can be seen that the coil or 
symbol wi1~ preserve foods long-
er than norma~. This, of course, 
was a favorite experiment of 
pyramid researchers. I did some 
experiments along these lines in 
high school with tile pyramids. 
We welcome feedback on any ex-
periments you do with these coils. 
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book is Hiranya Coil, 
(Cosmic & ·Biotic Energies Psycho-
tronics Generator) by Mr. Yuji Miyake. 

@october 16, 1985, Nippon Hoso Pub-
lication Co, Ltd., 193 Yuraku Town, 
Chiyoda Ku, Tokyo, 100, JAPAN. No 
price or order~ information is 
available. The book includes symbol-
stickers which we will be using in 
sprout growing experiments. As controls 
we will be using various Lakhovsky 
antennas and pyramid generators. 

The symbol to the left can also 
be used as a YANTRA broadcaster such 
as the concentric squares shown in 
Peter Lindemann's article in the 
front section of this Journal 0 



CONTACTS 
Contacts is a regular feature of the Journal of Borderland 

Research. It is an open bulleting board for BSRF members to contact 
each other and express their interests. It is not a free advertising 
page to be taken advantage of. We will also list organizations and 
groups who look interesting to our readers or who we feel deserve 
Borderland's support. 

* Anderson Research Foundation, 2942 Francis Avenue, Los Angeles CA 
90005. Run by Dr. L.O. (Andy) Anderson, this is a good local contact 
for Southern Californians interested in Borderland subjects such 
as Psychotronics, Alternate Health, Floatation Tanks, etc. An~x. 
is presenting local classes in Practical Psychotronics. His phone 
number is (213) 387-9164 ~ 

* Hans w. Nintzel, R.AoM.S. (Restorers of Alchemical Manuscripts Soc-
iety) Produces old alchemical texts into modern English. 733 Melrose 
Drive, Richardson, Texas 75080 

* Huna Research Associates, Dr. Otho Wingo, 126 Camellia Drive, Cape 
Girardeau, Missouri 63701. Carrying on the work of Max Freedom Long. 
Publishes HUNA WORK ($20/year). Phone is (314) 334-3478. 

* Pheonix Books LTD. 295 Brehl Ave. Columbus, Ohio 43223. (614) 274-
0698. Mail order Borderland type books. 

* American Society of Dowsers - West Coast Conference, July 12-15, 1986. 
Information from ASD, 6062 Montgomery Bend, San Jose, dA 95135. 

* Acupuncture Review, 122 Virginia Street, St. Paul MN 55102. A quarterly 
analysis of current acupuncture and related research. $20 per year 
(us and Canada) $25 elsewhere. A recent article was on Acupuncture 
and T.E.N.s. (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation). 

* Hans Nieper Research Foundation, c/o Chrystyne Jackson, JJ382 Via 
De Agua, San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675. Dedicated to the promotion 
of scientific research and education which will result in a future 
of greater health and happiness for mankind. The Foundation seeks to 
support a continuation and expansion of the scientific research begun 
by Dr. Hans Nieper of Hannover, West Germany. (714) 240-3775 

• Aeon Press, PO Box 738, Seattle WA 98111. Publishers of AEON- a tantric-
occult magazine, issued bi-annually on the Spring and Autumn Equinoxes. 
$8.00 per copyo For the open minded researcher, not the close minded 
looking for sugar-coated beatitudes. Good listings of other contacts. 

• Sarosh Dinshah Ghadiali, Dinshah Education Service. Excellent source 
for precision researches into the use of light and color in balancing 
our lives. Publishes "Compendium of Light and Color" which covers the 
work· of his father Col. Dinshah P. Ghadialio ($6.00 PP) Also is a 
source for his father~ three volume Color Encyclopedia ($50 PP). These 
four books should be required reading for any serious Borderland 
Researcher. The benefits of reading them far outweigh the cost!! 
811 St. Louis Ave., Ferndale, MI 48220 (313)547-5656 

• Fund for UFO Research, PO Box 277, Mount Ranier, Maryland 20712. Publish-
es a quarterly report on current and still unexplained documented sight-
ings. Source of FOIA released government documents on UFOs. Setting up 
a Rapid Deployment Fund for immediate investigation of UFO sightings. 

Please send us any information we can use in this section, thanks. 
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE 
Since the explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger we have 

heard and read many differing theories. It was a warning from the 
Space Brothers, we are now on notice that this old globe is about 
to get kicked in the cosmic rear. (What about the Space Sisters? 
The 'New Age' is supposed to be the end of chauvinism!!) At the 
Los Angeles Psychotronics meeting in February a woman psychic got 
up and said that she was on the Shuttle when it blewo She also . 
said that Tom Bearden claimed that it was Commie Scalar Waves (maybe?). · 
Another source blamed it on Russian psychics. All in all the dis-
aster appeared to be used to excite political or religious fears, 
or to promote some income producing theory. Chances are tha~ a 
seal blew in the solid rocket booster. Hey, human error is still 
an acceptable culprit. 

Of all the offbeat theories coming in, one stood out as being 
rational and perhaps possible. BSR Associate Joseph Bartkowski 
writes, "The Shuttle disaster is still a mystery to many, but for 
the Borderland Researcher who has read all BSRA Publications it 
is no mystery. It is the same as what happened to the German 
Zeppelin HINDENBURG in the 19J0s at the New York Airport, as it too 
suddenly burst into flames, killing many of it's passengers. Viktor 
Schauberger 1 s explanation is: "The disaster in the thirties of 
the American airship ACRON and the German airship HINDENBURG, have 
probably been caused by diffusion of their gasses. Tb.e ACRON was 
filled with helium and it~s diffusion caused rain, whereas hydrogen 
turns into fire. An analogue to the helium synthesis can be found 
in the natural process of rain." Quote from 'Diffusion a la 
V1ktor Schauberger' in IMPLOSION, v.s. and the Path of Natural 
Energy. Article by Albert Zock. 

All we can do is offer prayers for the Shuttle crew and hope 
that their deaths will open up the government to using safer, more 
efficient methods of getting off the planet. Anyone still believing 
that the government isn't covering up the reality o£ UFOs and 
an expanded private space program is either brainwashed or uncaring. 

FLYING SAUCERS OVER ARGENTINA. 
Translation of the article "Extrano Episodio en Misiones", 

which was published on Wednesday March 12th, 1986 by the Argentine 
newspaper "Clarin". 

•strange Event at Misiones' 
Blackout and an UFO Appearance 

"The city o£ Posadas (Capital of Misiones Province) was com-
pletely blacked out on Monday night (March 10th, 1986), at that 
moment many people sighted an UFO. 

"In less than one hour flew twice over the Misiones Territory, 
the day before yesterday's night, an UFO which £light was followed 
by many witnesses~ The appearance of the strange body over Posadas 
city, Monday 7:55 PM, happened in coincidence with a blackout that 
left in the darkness this provincial capital £or some five minutes, 
due to causes that could not be ascertained by the technicians o£ 
EMSA, the state managed electrical utility in that province. 
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"Mrs O~ga Fonseca, ~iving at No. 662 San Martin Sto at the 
very heart of the city, indicated the UFO "F~ew very ~ow, Northwards, 
at a great speed, but without generating any noise". This woman 
added the £1ying object "issued b1ue and red shines and I can assure 
you in no way was it a p1ane or meteoro1ogica~ g1obe". 

"Mr. Ramon Romero, in charge at the time of the shift at the 
weather station working at the Libertador Genera~ San Martin Air-
port, commented that at that time "I saw a great1y ~ighted object 
f~ying from West to East some 30° over the horizon, which I cou~d 
cl.ear~y sight for 4 or 5 seconds". 

"The man in charge of the weather station added that, hrough 
contacta with other co~leagues, he coul.d 1earn the strange object 
was also sighted at Presidente Roque Saenz Pena city, Province of 
Chaco. 

".A.t 8:30 PM the f1y:i.ng saucer passed over Puerto Rico, some 
150 kilometers North of Posadas, where it was sighted by Patrick 
Jost and some friends who, sudde~y, interrupted a session of 
mate {South American tea infusion) to witness this event qua1ified 
as 1unforgetable 1 • "In the be:finning, we believed it was a £a1ling 
star, but at once we discarded this when watching the displacement 
and features of the object" stated Jost to specify that "obviousl.y 
it was a manned ship, i.e. it was driven towards a certain place, 
and it was saucer-shaped"• 

"Jost and his .friends assured the appearance of "f the UFO pro-
duced a great lumi.nosity, "we almost had daylight in full :for a few 
seconds", and they added the object flew Northwards swiftly leaving 
a red-blue trail. 

"The technical division of the electrical utility EMSA con-
firmed the blackout was in coincidence with the appearance in the 
sky of the strange phenomenon, but co~d not ascertain the reasons 
:for the energy loss which kept the city of Posadas :in the darkness 
during some five minutes." End of Article. 

BSR Associate Jorge Resines keeps us up to date on the South 
American UFO scene. We thank him for translating and sending this 
article. He also writes, "The government-controlled Buenos Aires 
TV is covering up anything that goes on UFOs, except for Channel 11; 
there was the landing of 4 of these ships at the province of Cordoba 
and onl.y Channel 11 reported, the others were silent as a corpse." 

Well Jorge, at least you have Channel 11o u.s. television only 
lies to everybody. The only "news·" {so called) that we get is what-
ever currently makes our docile populace go along with the plans of 
the propaganda masters in New York and Wa.shington D.C. If we were 
to be told about UFOs it would o~y be if it was convenient to 
blame .it on the Commies. That is the advanced level our civilization 
has evolved to! 

Jorge Resines also writes articles :for SHAVERTRON - The Only 
Source of Post-Deluge Shaverania, available for $10 a year from 
Rich Toronto, PO Box 248, Vallejo, CA 94590. Foreign subs are $11 
surface and $13 air. SHAVERTRON keeps you thinking. Jorge's artic1e 
~ the latest issue covers telepathic broadcasting via electronic 
technology, and its potential to create a :fake "space brothers" 
religion. His work deserves reading. 
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1986 CATALOG 
We have finally gotten our 1986 Catalog together~ Borderland 

now carries around 80 titles plus back issues to 1971. Titles 
include a variety of radionic books, Riley Crabb's informative 
Flying Saucer lectures and Riley and Judy Crabb's Kabalistic 
Studies lessons. New titles are being added through the year and 
we will keep you up to date in this Journal. The catalog can be 
had for $1 to help pay postage and printing. 

In our files here we have Riley Crabb's lectures on reel-to-
reel tape. In order to preserve this historic record we wou~ like 
to make cassette masters of them all. Time and money have cramped 
us in this project. Anyone who can help in this preservation pro-
ject should contact us here at BSRF Headquarters. We would then 
list these tapes in future issues of the Catalog. 

TESLA BOOK COMPANY FOR SALE 
Tesla Book Company has announced the sale of its business. The 

owners wish to retire, and the business has grown to be larger than 
they can comfortably handle. Included in the sale is JO years of 
original Tesla research materials and a mailing list of over 10,000. 
For additional details contact John Ratzlaff, 1580 Magnolia Ave., 
Millbrae, CA 94030. (415) 697-4903. 

POSSIBLE BORDERLAND EXPANSION 
Borderland Sciences has gotten to the point where we spend 90% 

of our time answering the mail. We are at the point where we must 
expand in order to extend the reader base of the Journal and to 
get all the titles into print that we have backlogged. In the process 
of looking to expand we have looked into getting the Tesla Book 
Company and use it as the publishing branch of BSRF. In order to 
proceed with this project we need money and people. 

As you can see from Eric Dollard's article in this Journal 
we are putting out Tesla material with no secrets or high-falutin' 
explanations that are useless and non-functional. Some of Eric's 
articles will be technical oriented, some will be easy to read for 
all our members. The article in this Journal is the first article ever 
showing how to correctly calculate a Tesla Coil. This is just the 
beginning in this area. With the Tesla Book Company files we can 
really do a good job of getting out good clean information. 

This is just one area of Borderland's work, but it is an im-
portant area and the Tesla Book Company is available now. If you 
can help us get this together give me (Tom) a call at (619) 724-2043. 

Other projects are a possible upgrading of our California Tax 
Exempt Status to Federal Exemption, an expansion into functional 
working quarters (at present there is no distinction between our 
persona~ or business lives), and perhaps a working center with indoor 
projects (Tesla lab) and outdoor (implosion gardens, bio-dynamic 
composting, agri-radionics, etc.). We have also thought of creating 
a data-base with our radionic and UFO fileso A good computer can 
be a beneficial tool. We are open £or suggestions. 
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MWO UPDATE 
There has been quite a 

bit of renewed interest in 
the Lakhovsky Mu~ ti-lvave 
Osci~~ator. The antennas 
on the current1y popu1ar 
MWO system {as pictured to 
the right) serve as simp1e 
capacitor p1ates which 
transmit die~ectric waves 
out of the Tes1a Coi1. The 
second MWO p1ate ~ such a 
system must be connected to 
a second Tes1a coi1 or to a 
doub1e po1e (ha1f wave) Tes1a coi1 {May-June 1971 RR), not a sing1e 
po~e (quarter wave) Tes1a coi1 as per the BSRA book on Lakhovsky and 
K1ark Kent's update in the Jan-Feb 86 Journa~. Action ~ the MWO 
antenna is neutra1ized by the fact that capacitor currents f1ow rad-
ia~1y inward and 1itt1e e1ectron current f1ows around the loops. 
The above system operates 1000 times 
stronger if a spark gap exists a 
across the doub1e coi1. A descrip-
tion of this action is in Dol1ard 1 s 
book 1 Die1ectric & Magnetic Dis-
charges•. 

Lakhovsky's MWO transmits 
e1ectromagnetic waves. A Tes1a 
coi~ is not required since the 
MWO is the coi~. However a Tes~a 
coi1 sti11 can be used as the 
high vo~tage power supp1y. 

Sca1ing the rings n~n-uni
fo~y us~g correction factors 
is not needed according to 1og 
periodic antenna theory. Lakhovsky 
states that any high frequency 

YAGl 
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I 

L.OG PERlODIC 

radiating circuit wi11 drive the antennas. We are striv~g for wave-
forms mirroring the harmonic 1aws of nature. As an examp1e the o1d 
Yagi antenna has non-uniform distribution of the e1ements. Log periodic 
design usesthe uniform distribution of the e1ements such as is found 
everywhere in nature. This presents superior MWO performance. 
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The above picture is a preliminary attempt by Eric Dollard to 
reproduce the MWO system as pictured in Lakhovsky's SECRET OF LIFE. 
Figure J is a simplified version for single antenna. This information 
is not definitive, but is the result of experimental and theoretical 
considerations. We present this so that Borderland researchers can 
carry on with new input. We are not saying that previous models 
do not work. There is sufficient evidence to prove that they do, based 
on Tes1a 1 s theories, rather than Lakhovsky's. Figure 1 unit works off 
of longitudinal dielectric waves (displacement current). Figs J & 4 
work off of Transverse waves (Hertzian) and residual scalar waves. 

Figure 5 is a low power driver based on the Steinmetz lightning 
wave, a reproduction of the wave naturaly occuring in the atmosphere. 
A mathematical analysis of this wave by Steinmetz is available from 
BSRF for $2 PP. Values given need to be experimented on £or optimum 
pulse formation. 
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Eric has designed a ~og periodic antenna based on the Go~den 
Ratio> as found in ~iv±ng systems such as p~ants and anima~s. These 
antennas are two sided, the first side ~ooking somewhat s~~ar to 
current~y used MWO antennas, the second side being a capacitive ~oad
ing (as Lakhovsky mentions) based on the Go~den Ratio. We expect 
these antennas to function a~so as a radionic antenna needing no 
power. Areas of resear~ wi~~ be in broadcasting beneficia~ waves 
to crops, range extenders for radionic equipment, b~ocking noxious 
rays, meditationa~ Yantras (they ~ook ~1ke a time tunne~), etc. 
A~~ these uses are experimenta~ and the parameters of the antennas 
have yet to be discovered. 

These antennas are precision designed and manufactured. The 
antennas se~~ for $75 sing~e or $140 a pair. They are avai~ab~e 
now from Border~and headquarters. They are so~d strict~y for re-
search o~y. No medic~ use is recomended, as with any information 
we put out on the MWO. 

A go~d p~ated edition of these antennas wi~~ become avai~ab~e 
if there is sufficient interest. Gold p~ating a1~ows much better con-
ducti~ty and a~~ows for better reception of cosmic waves. The go~d 
p~ated anteunas (Go~d Go~den Ratio Antennas) wi~~ se11 for $)00 a 
pair. Contact us for availability on these. We need severa~ orders 
to start a production run on them. 

We welcome and appreciate any and a~~ feedback on the MWO infor-
mation we put out and the researches being carried out here. Inform 
us on your MWO projects. We are researching in order to find answers, 
and wi~1 keep updating our work as time goes on. Your input wi~1 he~p. 
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GD.NTS ! l (The nemesis of archeology) 

Exp. edition Reports ·· mified remains of "a race of men : 
_ 1 eight to nine feet tall." Hill said ! . F t s~ 1 t I they apparently wore a prehistoric 

e- 0~ e e Gns z~t suit-a hai.r ~arment of me- ) , l . . ; d1um length Jacket and knee 
-...5'\ o * ·, "t. e. '"" - ...... Coi_ . 1 ~ "' l - i length trousers. 

A band of amateur archeol~gists 1 Pt-o.fessional. ~rchaelogists were CAVERN TElfPLE FOL"YD 
announced tC?d~r t~ey have dis~v- · skept1cal of Hill s story. ~~ ~n- Another cavern contained their 
ered al9.~t cl"{il.tzatu?n of men nuut:ge~es County :\fuse~ sc:tentlsts :ftual hall with devices and mark-
feet tall 1n '=!l~fC?l"_!!.l..a . caverns. ' ~tnted o~t th~t ~nosaurs. and tngs similar to the Maso~order. 

Howard E. Hill. spokesman for , t~gers: whtch Hsll sa1d lay stde by fte said. -
the expedition. said the civilization I stde tn the ca"·es. _ appeared on 1 ·A long tuMei from this temple 
may be "the fabled lost continent . earth 10.000,000 to 1~.000.000 years tO!'k th~ party into a room where. 
of Atlantis.'' :apart. Hill sa1d. \vell-preserved remains 

The caves contain mummies ofi Hill said the c~wes were discov· ?f di~osaurs. saber-toothed tigers, 
men and animals and implementS I ered in 1931 by Dr. F. Bruce Rus-lmpertal elephants and other eX·' 
of a culture 80.000 years old but : sell. Be,·erly Hills physician. who ti.nct beasts were paired off in I 
"in some resl)ects more advanced: literalh· fell in while sinking antches as if on display. ! 
than ou~." Hill said. . shaft for _a mining claim. "~ome catastrop~e" apparentlY! 

He satd the 32 caves co,;ered an· "He tned for ,·ears to interestdro'"e. the people 1nto the caves. , 
180-squarttemile area in Califor- : people in them:: Hill said. "but he ~a1d .. .. ~11 ~f the implements of! 
nia's Death Valley and Southern nobocb· believed him." th~1r ctvlhZ~tron weer found, he! 
:-.re,·ada. Rus"~n and -e,·eral ho ,.1s _ sard. includtn~ housel'1old utensils : 
ARCHEOLOGISTS SKEPTIC.~L · ~ ed f 3 h ~P.· band.$tO\·es wh1ch apparently cook-. . 1ncor~rat a te~ t e "ar ased by radio wa\'es . 
. -rhts disco"·e~· may ~- more Amaztng. E~plorattons. Inc.. and "I know." he said. "that rou 
1mportant than the un,·etbnc of started dtggtn,. won't belie,·e that" 
Kinsr Tut's tomb." he ~aid. • Se,·rral cave~!!~ contained mum· · 

The Hot (?) Citizen, August 5, 
Credit: BSRF fi~es 
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